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QR Code Author xDee Latest Version: 3.7 Publication Date: September 26, 2020 Download APK (10.79 MB) Callbreak (Call Break) is a free offline card game that is popular in Nepal, India and other Asian countries. The gameplay is similar to swords. 4 players and 5 rounds of play make this a perfect time for different occasions.
Features of this call-breaking game:* Simple game design* Drag (Swipe) or Tap (click) to play card* Improved IA (Bot)* Completely free* No active internet connection required (completely offline)* Large timepass* Small apk size* Smooth gameplayWe are working hard to get these features (coming soon):* Location (Bluetooth, wifi
hotspot) and Multiplayer Online* Multiplay with facebook friends* Change avatar and name* Statistics * Point System* Leaderboards and AchievementsGamePlay :Callbreak is simple to play. 52 cards are randomly traded between 4 players. Based on their card and tactics, they choose to bid between 1 and 8. Players play card according
to the rule and the player with the highest card wins the hand. They need to win the hand equal to the bid amount. If not, they will have negative results. This is worth 5 rounds and the player with the highest win wins the game. Call Brake allows you to choose different game rules and settings that vary from place to place. Call Break is the
king of card game and more popular than other card games such as wedding or rummy. Callbreak will soon receive update with multiplayer features so you can play with your friends and family. Enjoy the callbreak game and also don't forget to share this call range game with your friends, families. If you have any feedback, suggestions,
questions for this game, please let us know. Localized name of this call break game: * Callbreak (or Callbrake or Call break and Toos in some parts) in Nepal * Lakadi or Lakdi in India Category: Free Cards &amp; Casino Get it on: Requirements: 4.3 or higher+ Callbreak APK Version History Callbreak 3.7 for Android 201 Download
version APK or higher: 3.7 for Android 4.3 or higher Update on : 2020-09-26 Download APK (10.79 MB) FOLLOW THE US CHAT with all your contacts – quick and easy The official Facebook Messenger App All the best free apps you want in your Android Browser UC Mini for Android The fastest browsing experience The excellent social
network ever on your Android device GET IT FOR MAC OS X JOIN THE LARGEST COMMUNITY OF CALL BREAKING WITH OFFLINE GAME! Callbreak or Lakdi is a popular brain teaser trick and classic card game that is popular in India and Nepal. Callbreak multiplayer card game means call it the right card game. Call Break is one of
the traditional candy-making card games like Hearts, Euchre &amp; Canasta, but Multiplayer trick-taking card game is played in Single with Four Round in which swords is always the trump card. Callbreak Multiplayer Game Rules:- Callbreak Multiplayer is a lakdi multiplayer card game played with a standard deck of 52 cards between four
players.- Call Break Multiplayer card card offline are 5 rounds in a seated direction of the player and the first dealer is selected before the start of the first round.- To randomize the seated direction of the player and the first dealer, Each player draws a card from the deck, and based on the order of the cards, their directions and first dealer
are fixed.- Throw: All four players, from the player to the right dealer throw a series of tricks they must win in this round in order to get a positive result, otherwise they will have a negative score.- Play In Callbreak, Swords are the trumpcards: In each trick, the player must follow the same suit; if not possible, the player must play an asset if
eligible to win; if it is not possible, the player can play any card of his choice. Callbreak is a trick-making card game played with a standard deck of 52 cards between four players. There are 5 rounds in a game. To randomize the seated direction of the player and the first dealer, each player draws a card from the deck, and based on the
order of the cards, their directions and the first dealer are corrected. Resellers are changed successively counterclockwise in the following rounds. Features:- Callbreak Gold - Multiplayer has intuitive drag interface to play a faster card game available! Play fast and earn more!- Multiplayer with random offline players- Completely free to
play- Best and smooth UI/UX- Fastest card game available! Play fast and earn more!- Beautiful animations and table art- Send gifts and chat with other players from all over the world!- Log in every day, earn free daily bonus coins! Offline call break. Call break online four multiplayer players. Bluetooth multiplayer call break. Call the private
table multiplayer break. CallBreak Multiplayer is a free online card game. Each player receives 13 cards each, making 52 cards in total. Callbreak Multiplayer is the best card game with good card interface. Call break seems to be related to the American game Spades and Asian call bridge card game. Callbreak Multiplayer is a card game
and play in the online deck of cards. Call break online multiplayer card game is a strategic card game based on tricks played by four players with a standard deck of 52 playing cards. Call break is popular 4 player based trick taking initially popular game in Nepal and India. It is Similar to Swords or another popular game Call Bridge and
Ghochi. Callbreak Multiplayer brings classic and popular card game with offline multiplayer games with multiplayer card similar to Spades. Callbreak Multiplayer is full of strategy and tricks unlike other popular card games based on betting games. Callbreak or Lakdi is a famous and classic card game that is popular in India and
Nepal.Localized name of the game:- Swords (in the Western world)- (in Nepal)- Lakdi, Lakadi (in India)- Ghochi, Tash ka game sheep- Gulli, 9 patti, Multiplayer Call breakLive Las Vegas Casino experience on your mobile, and connect with Call Break to challenge your friends. You will be presented with free chips every day. Callbreak is
also called Lakdi, Lakdi, Ghochi in other parts of India. This multiplayer card game is different from the international game Spades. Card games for Android are really useful for all those users who want to play but have no one to play against. Callbreak Multiplayer, as indicated by its name, allows us to play against other users, but also
against the machine. It is played with the full deck of French cards, all 52 of them. Play with up to 4 players online Four players take a turn to play clockwise. They all have 13 cards each that are unknown to their rivals. In each turn, they have to play one card each, winning the player who plays the highest card, of the same suit, if
possible. Deses always win unless two of them are on the table. Four rounds are played per game and the highest total score wins. This fun card games also along with a great interface that simplifies the game mechanics. Also, bots have a really advanced AI just in case we don't want to play online. Future updates are expected to
expand the adjustable settings menu, as well as the possibility to create a private room where we can play with our friends or family. Family.
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